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TULIP TRAILS 
This is a straight forward class project with fantas c results!  Learn how to use the Studio 180 Design Star 60 
tool and make this beau ful Tulip Trails Quilt.  A few simple ps and tricks will have these blocks building 
quickly .  
 
Op ons: This is a technique class with the advantage that we will be making a quilt.   
1. The completed pa ern will make a 64½” x 70” quilt.  You can make the quilt larger by making more 

stars or simply by making the single border larger or adding another border. Extra binding fabric 
would be needed if you make the quilt larger.  

2. You can make the quilt smaller by making less stars.   The size is totally up to you and the fabric 
requirements will need to be adjusted down a bit. 

 
In class we will focus on using the Star 60 Tool and learning how to cut and sew the diamonds into the stars. 
We will be sewing some blocks together into rows, but we will not have enough me to complete the quilt 
in class.  Depending on par cipant interest, we may book a “work day” at a later date to con nue on the 
quilt. Please let Cathy know if you are interested in a work day. 
 
Supply List 
· Fabric: there are 3 choices for fabrics for the stars. The following amounts are approximate. 

Personally, I always round up to have a bit more incase of ‘oopsies’! 
· Stars 

1. 2 1/2” wide strips as per the pa ern. You will need 27 strips 
2. 9-12 Fat Quarters of Fabric. The remaining fabrics can be used for binding or an inner 

border if you want to make the quilt larger 
3. 1.80 meter fabric if you choose a single fabric for all the stars. 

· Background: 4.60 meters. Choose a fabric that will have a decent contrast to the fabrics in the 
stars 

· Binding: 0.5 meter 
· Tulip Trails pa ern* 
· Star 60 Tool* 
· Invisigrip 
· Dinner size paper plates, marker and post-it notes 
· Sewing machine in good working order with spare bobbins, light weight thread and fresh needles and 

an accurate ¼” sewing foot. 
· Thread: choose a light weight neutral coloured thread 
· Rotary cu ng tools (medium size mat, rotary cu er with fresh blade, 24” ruler) 
· Basic Sewing Kit: thread snips, seam ripper, pins and wonder clips (op onal), 6” long ruler, fabric 

marking pen/pencil, paper marking pen/pencil 
 
NOTE: Please starch all fabrics before class.  I recommend that fabrics be fairly crisp so they don’t stretch 
(we’ll have a lot of bias edges) and press easily. 
 
* each student MUST have their own pa ern and Star 60 Tool. These are available for purchase from 
Pinheads Quil ng Company.  


